
 
 

Lesson plan 7: Refining a song 

 

Learning objectives:  

• To explore the three Ps – Posture, Precision and Performance – as a starting point for 

refining any song 

• To see how some simple refinements can hugely improve a song  

 

 

Key vocabulary 

Score: the name given to the sheet or book where the musical notation is printed or displayed. 

For example, a vocal score displays the musical notation for singers.  

 

 

The 3 Ps 

 

Posture: Are your singers standing well so that they both look good and have the body set up 

so they make the best possible sound? 

 

Precision: Are there areas to improve in terms of accuracy of pitch, rhythm, lyrics, or perhaps 

the quality of the sound or how well they are working as a group?  

 

Performance: Are your singers in character and communicating the message of the song with 

appropriate body language or facial expressions? How well are they telling the story?  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Once more with feeling! 

 

Once our choirs have learnt a song, it is time to start refining it.  Beware of falling into the 

trap of simply singing a song again without thinking about why you are doing so. Always be 

on the lookout for what little changes you can make to refine it and make it even better. This 

can be a simple as asking the singers to stand upright, or making sure they are all starting the 

song together. Sometimes, it is about reminding them to breathe at the points you have 

agreed or ensuring that everyone finishes the final note together when indicated. Perhaps it 

is about asking them to smile in a happy song, when everyone is looking downright miserable! 

Whatever it is, do not be afraid to break phrases down to really work on the bit you want to 

work on or even experiment to find the best solution for something you have noticed is not 

quite right. Your ears and eyes are your best assets here, so use them! 

 

 

So, what next? 

 

So, your choir have learnt the song and are singing it with some refinement. They have even 

managed it as a four-part round! What do you do next?  

 

Introduce the score: If you have not used the musical notation by this point (our song was 

learnt by ear this time), you could introduce it. 

 

Sing it as an 8-part round: Essequibo River actually works well as an 8-part round, so if you 

have the numbers and the confidence, this makes for an excellent challenge.  

 

Add actions: We introduced some fantastic actions to the song in the first lesson plan. You 

could have real fun adding these now for a fully choregraphed version for a school concert.  

 



 
 

More songs: Rounds make for fantastic repertoire for classes and choirs. Seek out some more 

and try them with your class. 

 

 
 
Vocal score 

 

The vocal score for this song can be found below. Entry points for each successive voice in the 

song (up to eight voices) are indicated by the asterisk (*).  

 

 



 
 

 
 


